
FLORIDA COLLEGE SYSTEM VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS
AGGREGATED OUTCOME DATA

 BROWARD COLLEGE
2017-18 ATD COMPLETERS

FETPIP FOLLOW-UP OUTCOMES

TOTAL FREQUENCY = Total number of individuals reported for follow-up to FETPIP.

# FOUND EMPLOYED = The number of individuals with wages during the 4th quarter (October to December) of 2018.

% FOUND EMPLOYED = Number found employed divided by total frequency.

# EMPLOYED FULL QTR = Total number of individuals employed and earning at least $4,290 (min. wage ($8.25) x 40 hours per week x 13).

% EMPLOYED FULL QTR = Number found employed full quarter divided by total frequency.

FULL QTR AVG ANNUALIZED EARNINGS = Average quarterly earnings multiplied by four (annualized) for those found employed full quarter.

# TRAINING RELATED = Total number of individuals found employed in an industry related to training.

% TRAINING RELATED = Number found employed in an industry related to training divided by number found employed.

# CONTINUING EDUCATION = Total number of individuals found enrolled in a postsecondary institution.

% CONTINUING EDUCATION = Number found continuing education divided by total frequency.

TOTAL "POOL" COUNT = Total number of individuals found employed or continuing education (excluding those found undeterminable or no matching data).

# POSITIVE PLACEMENT = Total number of individuals found in the “pool” with employment related to training (including individuals continuing education).

% POSITIVE PLACEMENT = Total number found with a positive placement divided by total "pool" count.

Note: Values are displayed when 10 or more students are counted. 
Values less than 10, but greater than 0 are suppressed with (****) for numeric values, ($**,***) for currency values and (***%) for percent values.
Values equal to 0 are suppressed with (-) for numeric values and ($--,---) for currency values. 
Percent values are suppressed when the numerator is less than 10 and the denominator is 10 or more.
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Dental Assisting Technology and Management--ATD

19 66% 18 62% $31,600 10 53% 12 41% 21 19 90%290351060108

Emergency Medical Technician - ATD (NEW)

185 80% 103 44% $37,980 50 27% 146 63% 208 164 79%2320351090408

261 204 78% 121 46% $37,032 60 29% 158 61% 229 183 80%Totals:
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FLORIDA COLLEGE SYSTEM VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS
AGGREGATED OUTCOME DATA

 COLLEGE OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
2017-18 ATD COMPLETERS

FETPIP FOLLOW-UP OUTCOMES

TOTAL FREQUENCY = Total number of individuals reported for follow-up to FETPIP.

# FOUND EMPLOYED = The number of individuals with wages during the 4th quarter (October to December) of 2018.

% FOUND EMPLOYED = Number found employed divided by total frequency.

# EMPLOYED FULL QTR = Total number of individuals employed and earning at least $4,290 (min. wage ($8.25) x 40 hours per week x 13).

% EMPLOYED FULL QTR = Number found employed full quarter divided by total frequency.

FULL QTR AVG ANNUALIZED EARNINGS = Average quarterly earnings multiplied by four (annualized) for those found employed full quarter.

# TRAINING RELATED = Total number of individuals found employed in an industry related to training.

% TRAINING RELATED = Number found employed in an industry related to training divided by number found employed.

# CONTINUING EDUCATION = Total number of individuals found enrolled in a postsecondary institution.

% CONTINUING EDUCATION = Number found continuing education divided by total frequency.

TOTAL "POOL" COUNT = Total number of individuals found employed or continuing education (excluding those found undeterminable or no matching data).

# POSITIVE PLACEMENT = Total number of individuals found in the “pool” with employment related to training (including individuals continuing education).

% POSITIVE PLACEMENT = Total number found with a positive placement divided by total "pool" count.

Note: Values are displayed when 10 or more students are counted. 
Values less than 10, but greater than 0 are suppressed with (****) for numeric values, ($**,***) for currency values and (***%) for percent values.
Values equal to 0 are suppressed with (-) for numeric values and ($--,---) for currency values. 
Percent values are suppressed when the numerator is less than 10 and the denominator is 10 or more.
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Dental Assisting Technology and Management--ATD

**** ***% **** ***% $**,*** **** 22% **** ***% **** **** 43%100351060108

10 **** ***% **** ***% $**,*** **** 22% **** ***% **** **** 43%Totals:
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FLORIDA COLLEGE SYSTEM VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS
AGGREGATED OUTCOME DATA

 DAYTONA STATE COLLEGE
2017-18 ATD COMPLETERS

FETPIP FOLLOW-UP OUTCOMES

TOTAL FREQUENCY = Total number of individuals reported for follow-up to FETPIP.

# FOUND EMPLOYED = The number of individuals with wages during the 4th quarter (October to December) of 2018.

% FOUND EMPLOYED = Number found employed divided by total frequency.

# EMPLOYED FULL QTR = Total number of individuals employed and earning at least $4,290 (min. wage ($8.25) x 40 hours per week x 13).

% EMPLOYED FULL QTR = Number found employed full quarter divided by total frequency.

FULL QTR AVG ANNUALIZED EARNINGS = Average quarterly earnings multiplied by four (annualized) for those found employed full quarter.

# TRAINING RELATED = Total number of individuals found employed in an industry related to training.

% TRAINING RELATED = Number found employed in an industry related to training divided by number found employed.

# CONTINUING EDUCATION = Total number of individuals found enrolled in a postsecondary institution.

% CONTINUING EDUCATION = Number found continuing education divided by total frequency.

TOTAL "POOL" COUNT = Total number of individuals found employed or continuing education (excluding those found undeterminable or no matching data).

# POSITIVE PLACEMENT = Total number of individuals found in the “pool” with employment related to training (including individuals continuing education).

% POSITIVE PLACEMENT = Total number found with a positive placement divided by total "pool" count.

Note: Values are displayed when 10 or more students are counted. 
Values less than 10, but greater than 0 are suppressed with (****) for numeric values, ($**,***) for currency values and (***%) for percent values.
Values equal to 0 are suppressed with (-) for numeric values and ($--,---) for currency values. 
Percent values are suppressed when the numerator is less than 10 and the denominator is 10 or more.



Daytona State College
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Emergency Medical Technician - ATD (NEW)

36 90% 25 63% $32,496 **** ***% 13 33% 35 19 54%400351090408

Emergency Medical Technician (EMT)--ATD

67 76% 42 48% $34,540 20 30% 34 39% 70 45 64%880351090403

Medical Record Transcribing--ATD

**** 100% **** 100% $**,*** **** 50% - 0% **** **** 50%****0351070706

130 105 81% 69 53% $33,556 28 27% 47 36% 107 65 61%Totals:
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FLORIDA COLLEGE SYSTEM VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS
AGGREGATED OUTCOME DATA

 EASTERN FLORIDA STATE COLLEGE
2017-18 ATD COMPLETERS

FETPIP FOLLOW-UP OUTCOMES

TOTAL FREQUENCY = Total number of individuals reported for follow-up to FETPIP.

# FOUND EMPLOYED = The number of individuals with wages during the 4th quarter (October to December) of 2018.

% FOUND EMPLOYED = Number found employed divided by total frequency.

# EMPLOYED FULL QTR = Total number of individuals employed and earning at least $4,290 (min. wage ($8.25) x 40 hours per week x 13).

% EMPLOYED FULL QTR = Number found employed full quarter divided by total frequency.

FULL QTR AVG ANNUALIZED EARNINGS = Average quarterly earnings multiplied by four (annualized) for those found employed full quarter.

# TRAINING RELATED = Total number of individuals found employed in an industry related to training.

% TRAINING RELATED = Number found employed in an industry related to training divided by number found employed.

# CONTINUING EDUCATION = Total number of individuals found enrolled in a postsecondary institution.

% CONTINUING EDUCATION = Number found continuing education divided by total frequency.

TOTAL "POOL" COUNT = Total number of individuals found employed or continuing education (excluding those found undeterminable or no matching data).

# POSITIVE PLACEMENT = Total number of individuals found in the “pool” with employment related to training (including individuals continuing education).

% POSITIVE PLACEMENT = Total number found with a positive placement divided by total "pool" count.

Note: Values are displayed when 10 or more students are counted. 
Values less than 10, but greater than 0 are suppressed with (****) for numeric values, ($**,***) for currency values and (***%) for percent values.
Values equal to 0 are suppressed with (-) for numeric values and ($--,---) for currency values. 
Percent values are suppressed when the numerator is less than 10 and the denominator is 10 or more.



Eastern Florida State College
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Dental Assisting Technology and Management--ATD

15 83% 11 61% $29,816 **** ***% 10 56% 16 13 81%180351060108

Emergency Medical Technician - ATD (NEW)

73 78% 36 38% $30,328 13 18% 48 51% 76 51 67%940351090408

112 88 79% 47 42% $30,208 21 24% 58 52% 92 64 70%Totals:
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FLORIDA COLLEGE SYSTEM VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS
AGGREGATED OUTCOME DATA

 FLORIDA GATEWAY COLLEGE
2017-18 ATD COMPLETERS

FETPIP FOLLOW-UP OUTCOMES

TOTAL FREQUENCY = Total number of individuals reported for follow-up to FETPIP.

# FOUND EMPLOYED = The number of individuals with wages during the 4th quarter (October to December) of 2018.

% FOUND EMPLOYED = Number found employed divided by total frequency.

# EMPLOYED FULL QTR = Total number of individuals employed and earning at least $4,290 (min. wage ($8.25) x 40 hours per week x 13).

% EMPLOYED FULL QTR = Number found employed full quarter divided by total frequency.

FULL QTR AVG ANNUALIZED EARNINGS = Average quarterly earnings multiplied by four (annualized) for those found employed full quarter.

# TRAINING RELATED = Total number of individuals found employed in an industry related to training.

% TRAINING RELATED = Number found employed in an industry related to training divided by number found employed.

# CONTINUING EDUCATION = Total number of individuals found enrolled in a postsecondary institution.

% CONTINUING EDUCATION = Number found continuing education divided by total frequency.

TOTAL "POOL" COUNT = Total number of individuals found employed or continuing education (excluding those found undeterminable or no matching data).

# POSITIVE PLACEMENT = Total number of individuals found in the “pool” with employment related to training (including individuals continuing education).

% POSITIVE PLACEMENT = Total number found with a positive placement divided by total "pool" count.

Note: Values are displayed when 10 or more students are counted. 
Values less than 10, but greater than 0 are suppressed with (****) for numeric values, ($**,***) for currency values and (***%) for percent values.
Values equal to 0 are suppressed with (-) for numeric values and ($--,---) for currency values. 
Percent values are suppressed when the numerator is less than 10 and the denominator is 10 or more.
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Medical Coder/Biller--ATD

**** 67% **** 67% $**,*** - 0% **** 33% **** **** 33%****0351070705

**** **** 67% **** 67% $**,*** **** 0% **** 33% **** **** 33%Totals:
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FLORIDA COLLEGE SYSTEM VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS
AGGREGATED OUTCOME DATA

 GULF COAST STATE COLLEGE
2017-18 ATD COMPLETERS

FETPIP FOLLOW-UP OUTCOMES

TOTAL FREQUENCY = Total number of individuals reported for follow-up to FETPIP.

# FOUND EMPLOYED = The number of individuals with wages during the 4th quarter (October to December) of 2018.

% FOUND EMPLOYED = Number found employed divided by total frequency.

# EMPLOYED FULL QTR = Total number of individuals employed and earning at least $4,290 (min. wage ($8.25) x 40 hours per week x 13).

% EMPLOYED FULL QTR = Number found employed full quarter divided by total frequency.

FULL QTR AVG ANNUALIZED EARNINGS = Average quarterly earnings multiplied by four (annualized) for those found employed full quarter.

# TRAINING RELATED = Total number of individuals found employed in an industry related to training.

% TRAINING RELATED = Number found employed in an industry related to training divided by number found employed.

# CONTINUING EDUCATION = Total number of individuals found enrolled in a postsecondary institution.

% CONTINUING EDUCATION = Number found continuing education divided by total frequency.

TOTAL "POOL" COUNT = Total number of individuals found employed or continuing education (excluding those found undeterminable or no matching data).

# POSITIVE PLACEMENT = Total number of individuals found in the “pool” with employment related to training (including individuals continuing education).

% POSITIVE PLACEMENT = Total number found with a positive placement divided by total "pool" count.

Note: Values are displayed when 10 or more students are counted. 
Values less than 10, but greater than 0 are suppressed with (****) for numeric values, ($**,***) for currency values and (***%) for percent values.
Values equal to 0 are suppressed with (-) for numeric values and ($--,---) for currency values. 
Percent values are suppressed when the numerator is less than 10 and the denominator is 10 or more.



Gulf Coast State College
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Emergency Medical Technician (EMT)--ATD

41 77% 37 70% $51,360 **** ***% 12 23% 41 16 39%530351090403

Pharmacy Technician NEW--ATD

**** 75% **** 50% $**,*** **** 100% **** 25% **** **** 100%****0351080503

57 44 77% 39 68% $50,204 **** ***% 13 23% 44 19 43%Totals:
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FLORIDA COLLEGE SYSTEM VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS
AGGREGATED OUTCOME DATA

 INDIAN RIVER STATE COLLEGE
2017-18 ATD COMPLETERS

FETPIP FOLLOW-UP OUTCOMES

TOTAL FREQUENCY = Total number of individuals reported for follow-up to FETPIP.

# FOUND EMPLOYED = The number of individuals with wages during the 4th quarter (October to December) of 2018.

% FOUND EMPLOYED = Number found employed divided by total frequency.

# EMPLOYED FULL QTR = Total number of individuals employed and earning at least $4,290 (min. wage ($8.25) x 40 hours per week x 13).

% EMPLOYED FULL QTR = Number found employed full quarter divided by total frequency.

FULL QTR AVG ANNUALIZED EARNINGS = Average quarterly earnings multiplied by four (annualized) for those found employed full quarter.

# TRAINING RELATED = Total number of individuals found employed in an industry related to training.

% TRAINING RELATED = Number found employed in an industry related to training divided by number found employed.

# CONTINUING EDUCATION = Total number of individuals found enrolled in a postsecondary institution.

% CONTINUING EDUCATION = Number found continuing education divided by total frequency.

TOTAL "POOL" COUNT = Total number of individuals found employed or continuing education (excluding those found undeterminable or no matching data).

# POSITIVE PLACEMENT = Total number of individuals found in the “pool” with employment related to training (including individuals continuing education).

% POSITIVE PLACEMENT = Total number found with a positive placement divided by total "pool" count.

Note: Values are displayed when 10 or more students are counted. 
Values less than 10, but greater than 0 are suppressed with (****) for numeric values, ($**,***) for currency values and (***%) for percent values.
Values equal to 0 are suppressed with (-) for numeric values and ($--,---) for currency values. 
Percent values are suppressed when the numerator is less than 10 and the denominator is 10 or more.
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Dental Assisting Technology and Management--ATD

17 94% 15 83% $29,640 14 82% **** ***% 17 14 82%180351060108

Emergency Medical Technician - ATD (NEW)

135 84% 73 46% $32,120 48 36% 79 49% 146 106 73%1600351090408

Pest Control Operations--ATD

**** 100% **** 50% $**,*** - 0% - 0% **** - 0%****0101110502

180 154 86% 89 49% $31,764 62 40% 82 46% 164 120 73%Totals:
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FLORIDA COLLEGE SYSTEM VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS
AGGREGATED OUTCOME DATA

 NORTH FLORIDA COLLEGE
2017-18 ATD COMPLETERS

FETPIP FOLLOW-UP OUTCOMES

TOTAL FREQUENCY = Total number of individuals reported for follow-up to FETPIP.

# FOUND EMPLOYED = The number of individuals with wages during the 4th quarter (October to December) of 2018.

% FOUND EMPLOYED = Number found employed divided by total frequency.

# EMPLOYED FULL QTR = Total number of individuals employed and earning at least $4,290 (min. wage ($8.25) x 40 hours per week x 13).

% EMPLOYED FULL QTR = Number found employed full quarter divided by total frequency.

FULL QTR AVG ANNUALIZED EARNINGS = Average quarterly earnings multiplied by four (annualized) for those found employed full quarter.

# TRAINING RELATED = Total number of individuals found employed in an industry related to training.

% TRAINING RELATED = Number found employed in an industry related to training divided by number found employed.

# CONTINUING EDUCATION = Total number of individuals found enrolled in a postsecondary institution.

% CONTINUING EDUCATION = Number found continuing education divided by total frequency.

TOTAL "POOL" COUNT = Total number of individuals found employed or continuing education (excluding those found undeterminable or no matching data).

# POSITIVE PLACEMENT = Total number of individuals found in the “pool” with employment related to training (including individuals continuing education).

% POSITIVE PLACEMENT = Total number found with a positive placement divided by total "pool" count.

Note: Values are displayed when 10 or more students are counted. 
Values less than 10, but greater than 0 are suppressed with (****) for numeric values, ($**,***) for currency values and (***%) for percent values.
Values equal to 0 are suppressed with (-) for numeric values and ($--,---) for currency values. 
Percent values are suppressed when the numerator is less than 10 and the denominator is 10 or more.
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Emergency Medical Technician - ATD (NEW)

27 87% 18 58% $35,248 10 37% 11 35% 27 16 59%310351090408

31 27 87% 18 58% $35,248 10 37% 11 35% 27 16 59%Totals:
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FLORIDA COLLEGE SYSTEM VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS
AGGREGATED OUTCOME DATA

 NORTHWEST FLORIDA STATE COLLEGE
2017-18 ATD COMPLETERS

FETPIP FOLLOW-UP OUTCOMES

TOTAL FREQUENCY = Total number of individuals reported for follow-up to FETPIP.

# FOUND EMPLOYED = The number of individuals with wages during the 4th quarter (October to December) of 2018.

% FOUND EMPLOYED = Number found employed divided by total frequency.

# EMPLOYED FULL QTR = Total number of individuals employed and earning at least $4,290 (min. wage ($8.25) x 40 hours per week x 13).

% EMPLOYED FULL QTR = Number found employed full quarter divided by total frequency.

FULL QTR AVG ANNUALIZED EARNINGS = Average quarterly earnings multiplied by four (annualized) for those found employed full quarter.

# TRAINING RELATED = Total number of individuals found employed in an industry related to training.

% TRAINING RELATED = Number found employed in an industry related to training divided by number found employed.

# CONTINUING EDUCATION = Total number of individuals found enrolled in a postsecondary institution.

% CONTINUING EDUCATION = Number found continuing education divided by total frequency.

TOTAL "POOL" COUNT = Total number of individuals found employed or continuing education (excluding those found undeterminable or no matching data).

# POSITIVE PLACEMENT = Total number of individuals found in the “pool” with employment related to training (including individuals continuing education).

% POSITIVE PLACEMENT = Total number found with a positive placement divided by total "pool" count.

Note: Values are displayed when 10 or more students are counted. 
Values less than 10, but greater than 0 are suppressed with (****) for numeric values, ($**,***) for currency values and (***%) for percent values.
Values equal to 0 are suppressed with (-) for numeric values and ($--,---) for currency values. 
Percent values are suppressed when the numerator is less than 10 and the denominator is 10 or more.



Northwest Florida State College
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Medical Coder/Biller--ATD

**** 100% **** 100% $**,*** **** 100% - 0% **** **** 100%****0351070705

**** **** 100% **** 100% $**,*** **** 100% **** 0% **** **** 100%Totals:
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FLORIDA COLLEGE SYSTEM VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS
AGGREGATED OUTCOME DATA

 PALM BEACH STATE COLLEGE
2017-18 ATD COMPLETERS

FETPIP FOLLOW-UP OUTCOMES

TOTAL FREQUENCY = Total number of individuals reported for follow-up to FETPIP.

# FOUND EMPLOYED = The number of individuals with wages during the 4th quarter (October to December) of 2018.

% FOUND EMPLOYED = Number found employed divided by total frequency.

# EMPLOYED FULL QTR = Total number of individuals employed and earning at least $4,290 (min. wage ($8.25) x 40 hours per week x 13).

% EMPLOYED FULL QTR = Number found employed full quarter divided by total frequency.

FULL QTR AVG ANNUALIZED EARNINGS = Average quarterly earnings multiplied by four (annualized) for those found employed full quarter.

# TRAINING RELATED = Total number of individuals found employed in an industry related to training.

% TRAINING RELATED = Number found employed in an industry related to training divided by number found employed.

# CONTINUING EDUCATION = Total number of individuals found enrolled in a postsecondary institution.

% CONTINUING EDUCATION = Number found continuing education divided by total frequency.

TOTAL "POOL" COUNT = Total number of individuals found employed or continuing education (excluding those found undeterminable or no matching data).

# POSITIVE PLACEMENT = Total number of individuals found in the “pool” with employment related to training (including individuals continuing education).

% POSITIVE PLACEMENT = Total number found with a positive placement divided by total "pool" count.

Note: Values are displayed when 10 or more students are counted. 
Values less than 10, but greater than 0 are suppressed with (****) for numeric values, ($**,***) for currency values and (***%) for percent values.
Values equal to 0 are suppressed with (-) for numeric values and ($--,---) for currency values. 
Percent values are suppressed when the numerator is less than 10 and the denominator is 10 or more.



Palm Beach State College
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Emergency Medical Technician (EMT)--ATD

**** 100% - 0% $--,--- **** 100% - 0% **** **** 100%****0351090403

**** **** 100% **** 0% $**,*** **** 100% **** 0% **** **** 100%Totals:
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FLORIDA COLLEGE SYSTEM VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS
AGGREGATED OUTCOME DATA

 PASCO-HERNANDO STATE COLLEGE
2017-18 ATD COMPLETERS

FETPIP FOLLOW-UP OUTCOMES

TOTAL FREQUENCY = Total number of individuals reported for follow-up to FETPIP.

# FOUND EMPLOYED = The number of individuals with wages during the 4th quarter (October to December) of 2018.

% FOUND EMPLOYED = Number found employed divided by total frequency.

# EMPLOYED FULL QTR = Total number of individuals employed and earning at least $4,290 (min. wage ($8.25) x 40 hours per week x 13).

% EMPLOYED FULL QTR = Number found employed full quarter divided by total frequency.

FULL QTR AVG ANNUALIZED EARNINGS = Average quarterly earnings multiplied by four (annualized) for those found employed full quarter.

# TRAINING RELATED = Total number of individuals found employed in an industry related to training.

% TRAINING RELATED = Number found employed in an industry related to training divided by number found employed.

# CONTINUING EDUCATION = Total number of individuals found enrolled in a postsecondary institution.

% CONTINUING EDUCATION = Number found continuing education divided by total frequency.

TOTAL "POOL" COUNT = Total number of individuals found employed or continuing education (excluding those found undeterminable or no matching data).

# POSITIVE PLACEMENT = Total number of individuals found in the “pool” with employment related to training (including individuals continuing education).

% POSITIVE PLACEMENT = Total number found with a positive placement divided by total "pool" count.

Note: Values are displayed when 10 or more students are counted. 
Values less than 10, but greater than 0 are suppressed with (****) for numeric values, ($**,***) for currency values and (***%) for percent values.
Values equal to 0 are suppressed with (-) for numeric values and ($--,---) for currency values. 
Percent values are suppressed when the numerator is less than 10 and the denominator is 10 or more.



Pasco-Hernando State College
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Emergency Medical Technician (EMT)--ATD

80 85% 48 51% $31,156 27 34% 40 43% 81 51 63%940351090403

Medical Coder/Biller--ATD

- 0% - 0% $--,--- - 0% - 0% - - 0%****0351070703

95 80 84% 48 51% $31,156 27 34% 40 42% 81 51 63%Totals:
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FLORIDA COLLEGE SYSTEM VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS
AGGREGATED OUTCOME DATA

 PENSACOLA STATE COLLEGE
2017-18 ATD COMPLETERS

FETPIP FOLLOW-UP OUTCOMES

TOTAL FREQUENCY = Total number of individuals reported for follow-up to FETPIP.

# FOUND EMPLOYED = The number of individuals with wages during the 4th quarter (October to December) of 2018.

% FOUND EMPLOYED = Number found employed divided by total frequency.

# EMPLOYED FULL QTR = Total number of individuals employed and earning at least $4,290 (min. wage ($8.25) x 40 hours per week x 13).

% EMPLOYED FULL QTR = Number found employed full quarter divided by total frequency.

FULL QTR AVG ANNUALIZED EARNINGS = Average quarterly earnings multiplied by four (annualized) for those found employed full quarter.

# TRAINING RELATED = Total number of individuals found employed in an industry related to training.

% TRAINING RELATED = Number found employed in an industry related to training divided by number found employed.

# CONTINUING EDUCATION = Total number of individuals found enrolled in a postsecondary institution.

% CONTINUING EDUCATION = Number found continuing education divided by total frequency.

TOTAL "POOL" COUNT = Total number of individuals found employed or continuing education (excluding those found undeterminable or no matching data).

# POSITIVE PLACEMENT = Total number of individuals found in the “pool” with employment related to training (including individuals continuing education).

% POSITIVE PLACEMENT = Total number found with a positive placement divided by total "pool" count.

Note: Values are displayed when 10 or more students are counted. 
Values less than 10, but greater than 0 are suppressed with (****) for numeric values, ($**,***) for currency values and (***%) for percent values.
Values equal to 0 are suppressed with (-) for numeric values and ($--,---) for currency values. 
Percent values are suppressed when the numerator is less than 10 and the denominator is 10 or more.



Pensacola State College
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Emergency Medical Technician (EMT)--ATD

45 75% 34 57% $35,240 13 29% 23 38% 46 30 65%600351090403

Pharmacy Technician NEW--ATD

**** 33% - 0% $--,--- **** 100% **** 33% **** **** 100%****0351080503

63 46 73% 34 54% $35,240 14 30% 24 38% 48 32 67%Totals:
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FLORIDA COLLEGE SYSTEM VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS
AGGREGATED OUTCOME DATA

 POLK STATE COLLEGE
2017-18 ATD COMPLETERS

FETPIP FOLLOW-UP OUTCOMES

TOTAL FREQUENCY = Total number of individuals reported for follow-up to FETPIP.

# FOUND EMPLOYED = The number of individuals with wages during the 4th quarter (October to December) of 2018.

% FOUND EMPLOYED = Number found employed divided by total frequency.

# EMPLOYED FULL QTR = Total number of individuals employed and earning at least $4,290 (min. wage ($8.25) x 40 hours per week x 13).

% EMPLOYED FULL QTR = Number found employed full quarter divided by total frequency.

FULL QTR AVG ANNUALIZED EARNINGS = Average quarterly earnings multiplied by four (annualized) for those found employed full quarter.

# TRAINING RELATED = Total number of individuals found employed in an industry related to training.

% TRAINING RELATED = Number found employed in an industry related to training divided by number found employed.

# CONTINUING EDUCATION = Total number of individuals found enrolled in a postsecondary institution.

% CONTINUING EDUCATION = Number found continuing education divided by total frequency.

TOTAL "POOL" COUNT = Total number of individuals found employed or continuing education (excluding those found undeterminable or no matching data).

# POSITIVE PLACEMENT = Total number of individuals found in the “pool” with employment related to training (including individuals continuing education).

% POSITIVE PLACEMENT = Total number found with a positive placement divided by total "pool" count.

Note: Values are displayed when 10 or more students are counted. 
Values less than 10, but greater than 0 are suppressed with (****) for numeric values, ($**,***) for currency values and (***%) for percent values.
Values equal to 0 are suppressed with (-) for numeric values and ($--,---) for currency values. 
Percent values are suppressed when the numerator is less than 10 and the denominator is 10 or more.



Polk State College
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Emergency Medical Technician (EMT)--ATD

43 96% 30 67% $36,152 11 26% 26 58% 45 29 64%450351090403

45 43 96% 30 67% $36,152 11 26% 26 58% 45 29 64%Totals:
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FLORIDA COLLEGE SYSTEM VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS
AGGREGATED OUTCOME DATA

 SEMINOLE STATE COLLEGE OF FLORIDA
2017-18 ATD COMPLETERS

FETPIP FOLLOW-UP OUTCOMES

TOTAL FREQUENCY = Total number of individuals reported for follow-up to FETPIP.

# FOUND EMPLOYED = The number of individuals with wages during the 4th quarter (October to December) of 2018.

% FOUND EMPLOYED = Number found employed divided by total frequency.

# EMPLOYED FULL QTR = Total number of individuals employed and earning at least $4,290 (min. wage ($8.25) x 40 hours per week x 13).

% EMPLOYED FULL QTR = Number found employed full quarter divided by total frequency.

FULL QTR AVG ANNUALIZED EARNINGS = Average quarterly earnings multiplied by four (annualized) for those found employed full quarter.

# TRAINING RELATED = Total number of individuals found employed in an industry related to training.

% TRAINING RELATED = Number found employed in an industry related to training divided by number found employed.

# CONTINUING EDUCATION = Total number of individuals found enrolled in a postsecondary institution.

% CONTINUING EDUCATION = Number found continuing education divided by total frequency.

TOTAL "POOL" COUNT = Total number of individuals found employed or continuing education (excluding those found undeterminable or no matching data).

# POSITIVE PLACEMENT = Total number of individuals found in the “pool” with employment related to training (including individuals continuing education).

% POSITIVE PLACEMENT = Total number found with a positive placement divided by total "pool" count.

Note: Values are displayed when 10 or more students are counted. 
Values less than 10, but greater than 0 are suppressed with (****) for numeric values, ($**,***) for currency values and (***%) for percent values.
Values equal to 0 are suppressed with (-) for numeric values and ($--,---) for currency values. 
Percent values are suppressed when the numerator is less than 10 and the denominator is 10 or more.



Seminole State College of Florida
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Pharmacy Technician NEW--ATD

11 92% 10 83% $34,116 **** ***% **** ***% 10 **** ***%120351080503

12 11 92% 10 83% $34,116 **** ***% **** ***% 10 **** ***%Totals:
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FLORIDA COLLEGE SYSTEM VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS
AGGREGATED OUTCOME DATA

 SOUTH FLORIDA STATE COLLEGE
2017-18 ATD COMPLETERS

FETPIP FOLLOW-UP OUTCOMES

TOTAL FREQUENCY = Total number of individuals reported for follow-up to FETPIP.

# FOUND EMPLOYED = The number of individuals with wages during the 4th quarter (October to December) of 2018.

% FOUND EMPLOYED = Number found employed divided by total frequency.

# EMPLOYED FULL QTR = Total number of individuals employed and earning at least $4,290 (min. wage ($8.25) x 40 hours per week x 13).

% EMPLOYED FULL QTR = Number found employed full quarter divided by total frequency.

FULL QTR AVG ANNUALIZED EARNINGS = Average quarterly earnings multiplied by four (annualized) for those found employed full quarter.

# TRAINING RELATED = Total number of individuals found employed in an industry related to training.

% TRAINING RELATED = Number found employed in an industry related to training divided by number found employed.

# CONTINUING EDUCATION = Total number of individuals found enrolled in a postsecondary institution.

% CONTINUING EDUCATION = Number found continuing education divided by total frequency.

TOTAL "POOL" COUNT = Total number of individuals found employed or continuing education (excluding those found undeterminable or no matching data).

# POSITIVE PLACEMENT = Total number of individuals found in the “pool” with employment related to training (including individuals continuing education).

% POSITIVE PLACEMENT = Total number found with a positive placement divided by total "pool" count.

Note: Values are displayed when 10 or more students are counted. 
Values less than 10, but greater than 0 are suppressed with (****) for numeric values, ($**,***) for currency values and (***%) for percent values.
Values equal to 0 are suppressed with (-) for numeric values and ($--,---) for currency values. 
Percent values are suppressed when the numerator is less than 10 and the denominator is 10 or more.



South Florida State College
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Emergency Medical Technician - ATD (NEW)

31 86% 21 58% $33,000 **** ***% 11 31% 34 12 35%360351090408

36 31 86% 21 58% $33,000 **** ***% 11 31% 34 12 35%Totals:
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FLORIDA COLLEGE SYSTEM VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS
AGGREGATED OUTCOME DATA

 ST. PETERSBURG COLLEGE
2017-18 ATD COMPLETERS

FETPIP FOLLOW-UP OUTCOMES

TOTAL FREQUENCY = Total number of individuals reported for follow-up to FETPIP.

# FOUND EMPLOYED = The number of individuals with wages during the 4th quarter (October to December) of 2018.

% FOUND EMPLOYED = Number found employed divided by total frequency.

# EMPLOYED FULL QTR = Total number of individuals employed and earning at least $4,290 (min. wage ($8.25) x 40 hours per week x 13).

% EMPLOYED FULL QTR = Number found employed full quarter divided by total frequency.

FULL QTR AVG ANNUALIZED EARNINGS = Average quarterly earnings multiplied by four (annualized) for those found employed full quarter.

# TRAINING RELATED = Total number of individuals found employed in an industry related to training.

% TRAINING RELATED = Number found employed in an industry related to training divided by number found employed.

# CONTINUING EDUCATION = Total number of individuals found enrolled in a postsecondary institution.

% CONTINUING EDUCATION = Number found continuing education divided by total frequency.

TOTAL "POOL" COUNT = Total number of individuals found employed or continuing education (excluding those found undeterminable or no matching data).

# POSITIVE PLACEMENT = Total number of individuals found in the “pool” with employment related to training (including individuals continuing education).

% POSITIVE PLACEMENT = Total number found with a positive placement divided by total "pool" count.

Note: Values are displayed when 10 or more students are counted. 
Values less than 10, but greater than 0 are suppressed with (****) for numeric values, ($**,***) for currency values and (***%) for percent values.
Values equal to 0 are suppressed with (-) for numeric values and ($--,---) for currency values. 
Percent values are suppressed when the numerator is less than 10 and the denominator is 10 or more.



St. Petersburg College
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Emergency Medical Technician (EMT)--ATD

77 80% 60 63% $36,356 40 52% 51 53% 83 69 83%960351090403

Family Health Support Worker--ATD

**** 50% **** 25% $**,*** **** 50% **** 63% **** **** 100%****0351150300

104 81 78% 62 60% $36,168 42 52% 56 54% 88 74 84%Totals:
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FLORIDA COLLEGE SYSTEM VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS
AGGREGATED OUTCOME DATA

 TALLAHASSEE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
2017-18 ATD COMPLETERS

FETPIP FOLLOW-UP OUTCOMES

TOTAL FREQUENCY = Total number of individuals reported for follow-up to FETPIP.

# FOUND EMPLOYED = The number of individuals with wages during the 4th quarter (October to December) of 2018.

% FOUND EMPLOYED = Number found employed divided by total frequency.

# EMPLOYED FULL QTR = Total number of individuals employed and earning at least $4,290 (min. wage ($8.25) x 40 hours per week x 13).

% EMPLOYED FULL QTR = Number found employed full quarter divided by total frequency.

FULL QTR AVG ANNUALIZED EARNINGS = Average quarterly earnings multiplied by four (annualized) for those found employed full quarter.

# TRAINING RELATED = Total number of individuals found employed in an industry related to training.

% TRAINING RELATED = Number found employed in an industry related to training divided by number found employed.

# CONTINUING EDUCATION = Total number of individuals found enrolled in a postsecondary institution.

% CONTINUING EDUCATION = Number found continuing education divided by total frequency.

TOTAL "POOL" COUNT = Total number of individuals found employed or continuing education (excluding those found undeterminable or no matching data).

# POSITIVE PLACEMENT = Total number of individuals found in the “pool” with employment related to training (including individuals continuing education).

% POSITIVE PLACEMENT = Total number found with a positive placement divided by total "pool" count.

Note: Values are displayed when 10 or more students are counted. 
Values less than 10, but greater than 0 are suppressed with (****) for numeric values, ($**,***) for currency values and (***%) for percent values.
Values equal to 0 are suppressed with (-) for numeric values and ($--,---) for currency values. 
Percent values are suppressed when the numerator is less than 10 and the denominator is 10 or more.



Tallahassee Community College
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Emergency Medical Technician (EMT)--ATD

38 86% 29 66% $32,388 18 47% 24 55% 42 29 69%440351090403

Pharmacy Technician NEW--ATD

**** 100% **** 100% $**,*** **** 60% **** 40% **** **** 80%****0351080503

49 43 88% 34 69% $31,152 21 49% 26 53% 47 33 70%Totals:
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FLORIDA COLLEGE SYSTEM VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS
AGGREGATED OUTCOME DATA

 THE COLLEGE OF THE FLORIDA KEYS
2017-18 ATD COMPLETERS

FETPIP FOLLOW-UP OUTCOMES

TOTAL FREQUENCY = Total number of individuals reported for follow-up to FETPIP.

# FOUND EMPLOYED = The number of individuals with wages during the 4th quarter (October to December) of 2018.

% FOUND EMPLOYED = Number found employed divided by total frequency.

# EMPLOYED FULL QTR = Total number of individuals employed and earning at least $4,290 (min. wage ($8.25) x 40 hours per week x 13).

% EMPLOYED FULL QTR = Number found employed full quarter divided by total frequency.

FULL QTR AVG ANNUALIZED EARNINGS = Average quarterly earnings multiplied by four (annualized) for those found employed full quarter.

# TRAINING RELATED = Total number of individuals found employed in an industry related to training.

% TRAINING RELATED = Number found employed in an industry related to training divided by number found employed.

# CONTINUING EDUCATION = Total number of individuals found enrolled in a postsecondary institution.

% CONTINUING EDUCATION = Number found continuing education divided by total frequency.

TOTAL "POOL" COUNT = Total number of individuals found employed or continuing education (excluding those found undeterminable or no matching data).

# POSITIVE PLACEMENT = Total number of individuals found in the “pool” with employment related to training (including individuals continuing education).

% POSITIVE PLACEMENT = Total number found with a positive placement divided by total "pool" count.

Note: Values are displayed when 10 or more students are counted. 
Values less than 10, but greater than 0 are suppressed with (****) for numeric values, ($**,***) for currency values and (***%) for percent values.
Values equal to 0 are suppressed with (-) for numeric values and ($--,---) for currency values. 
Percent values are suppressed when the numerator is less than 10 and the denominator is 10 or more.



The College of the Florida Keys
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Emergency Medical Technician - ATD (NEW)

13 59% **** ***% $**,*** **** ***% **** ***% 15 **** ***%220351090408

22 13 59% **** ***% $**,*** **** ***% **** ***% 15 **** ***%Totals:
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